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Viscosity structure GHW13, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, U.S.AData accessibilityWith the articleRelated research articleXinguo Wang, William E. Holt, Attreyee Ghosh\
Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pepi.2019.05.006>**Value of the Data**•The data provide quantitative information on the global geoid, stresses, plate motions, and strain rates between the surface observables and predications from the four viscosity structures, the viscosity variations within the lithosphere, asthenosphere, transition zone, and D″ layer, as well as two global tomography models.•The data explore the effects of radial viscosity variations, within the four layers of the lithosphere, asthenosphere, transition zone, and D″ layer, on lithosphere deformation, which are valuable for understanding tectonic forces.•The model and data can be used to refine the mantle viscosity and mantle convection patterns based on new high-resolution global seismic tomography models.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

Here, we present the data computed from the joint modeling of lithosphere and mantle dynamics technique. Four tables contain the information on the sensitivities to the variations of the viscosities within the lithosphere, asthenosphere, transition zone, and D″ layers. Four figures show the computed stresses, plate velocities, and strain rates, along with the observables based on the tomography model S40RTS \[[@bib4]\] and the viscosity structure SH08 \[[@bib2]\].

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

We use the joint lithosphere and mantle dynamics modeling technique to calculate the lithosphere deviatoric stresses, plate motions, and strain rates \[[@bib3],[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9]\]. This approach needs the lithosphere gravitational potential energy (GPE) differences and the horizontal tractions as inputs to the lithosphere finite element model. The GPE gradients and the lateral lithosphere viscosity structure are provided by Ghosh et al. (2013) \[[@bib3]\], which are obtained from their optimal model. The tractions and predicated geoid are calculated from HC \[[@bib10],[@bib11]\]. We calculate the deviatoric stresses ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), plate motions ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), strain rates ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and geoid based on the tomography models S40RTS \[[@bib4]\] and SAW642AN \[[@bib5]\] and the viscosity structure SH08 \[[@bib2]\].Fig. 1Global deviatoric stresses resulting from the tractions, plotted at every 5° on top of ETOPO1 topography. The traction related stresses are calculated from mantle flows based on the seismic tomography model S40RTS \[[@bib4]\] and the radial viscosity structure SH08 \[[@bib2]\]. Tensional deviatoric stresses are shown by red arrows, while compressional deviatoric stresses are shown by black arrows. Strike-slip regions are indicated by one tensional and one compressional pair of arrows. Length of the arrows is proportional to the magnitude of vertically integrated stresses. (b) The combined deviatoric stresses from both the traction related stresses and GPE differences. The GPE differences are given by Ghosh et al. (2013) \[[@bib3]\].Fig. 1Fig. 2Kinematic no-net-rotation (NNR) model from Kreemer et al. (2006) \[[@bib13]\] (blue arrows) along with the predicted velocities in an NNR frame (red arrows) from our global dynamic model. The legend for the velocity and global log of RMS misfit are noted on the center bottom. The predicted velocities are computed from the combined stresses ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 2Fig. 3Correlation coefficients between the deviatoric stress tensors from the combined stresses ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) and the Global Strain Rate Map \[[@bib12]\]. The correlation coefficient is noted on top left.Fig. 3

To quantify the sensitivities of the viscosities within the lithosphere, asthenosphere, transition zone, and D″ layer, we compare the computed deviatoric stresses, plate motions, strain rates, and geoid with the surface observations, such as, World Stress Map (WSM) \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\], Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) strain rate tensors \[[@bib12]\], surface motions in a no-net-rotation (NNR) frame with the velocities of Kreemer et al. (2006) \[[@bib13]\], and the observed geoid from Chambat et al. (2010) \[[@bib14]\], respectively. The detailed comparison methods are shown as following.

We follow the equation provided by Flesch et al. (2007) \[[@bib15]\] to compute correlation coefficients (hereby named GSRM in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) between the deviatoric stress tensors and the GSRM strain rate tensors, (hereby referred to as $Cor_{GSRM}$). The equation is:$$- 1 \leq \sum\limits_{areas}{\left( {\varepsilon \bullet \tau} \right)\Delta S}/\left( {\sqrt{\sum\limits_{areas}\left( E^{2} \right)\Delta S} \ast \sqrt{\sum\limits_{areas}\left( T^{2} \right)\Delta S}} \right) \leq 1\ $$where $E = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\phi\phi}^{2} + \varepsilon_{\theta\theta}^{2} + \varepsilon_{\gamma\gamma}^{2} + \varepsilon_{\phi\theta}^{2} + \varepsilon_{\theta\phi}^{2}} = \sqrt{2\varepsilon_{\phi\phi}^{2} + 2\varepsilon_{\phi\phi}\varepsilon_{\theta\theta} + 2\varepsilon_{\theta\theta}^{2} + 2\varepsilon_{\phi\theta}^{2}}$, $T = \sqrt{\tau_{\phi\phi}^{2} + \tau_{\theta\theta}^{2} + \tau_{\gamma\gamma}^{2} + \tau_{\phi\theta}^{2} + \tau_{\theta\phi}^{2}} = \sqrt{2\tau_{\phi\phi}^{2} + 2\tau_{\phi\phi}\tau_{\theta\theta} + 2\tau_{\theta\theta}^{2} + 2\tau_{\phi\theta}^{2}}$ and $\varepsilon \bullet \tau = 2\varepsilon_{\phi\phi}\tau_{\phi\phi} + \varepsilon_{\phi\phi}\tau_{\theta\theta} + \varepsilon_{\theta\theta}\tau_{\phi\phi} + 2\varepsilon_{\theta\theta}\tau_{\theta\theta} + 2\varepsilon_{\phi\theta}\tau_{\phi\theta}$.

Here *E* and *T* represent the second invariants of strain rate and stress, respectively. $\varepsilon_{ij}$ are the strain rates from the GSRM \[[@bib12]\], $\tau_{ij}$ are the computed deviatoric stress tensors from the combined stresses, and $\Delta S$ is the grid area. We also use equation [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to calculate the correlation coefficient (hereby named WSM in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) between the most compressive principal axes directions and styles ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) from the combined stresses and the WSM \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\]. In this case, *E* and $\varepsilon_{ij}$ in equation [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} are computed from WSM.Table 1The global geoid and Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) correlation coefficients, log of RMS misfit (surface motions in mm/yr), and total errors ($\varepsilon_{total\_ error}$). These correlation coefficients for the geoid and GSRM, RMS misfits are calculated between the surface observables \[[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]\] and predictions from the seismic tomography models S40RTS \[[@bib4]\] and SAW642AN \[[@bib5]\], as well as the viscosity structures V1, V2, SH08, and GHW13 \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]\].Table 1TomographyItemsViscositiesModelsGHW13V1V1_LMV1_MMV1_SMV2V2_LMV2_MMV2_SMSH08S40RTSVRMS97.3968.6042.2526.1840.3771.7430.7427.2257.4633.99Geoid0.360.500.780.890.740.440.770.820.530.82GSRM0.860.560.850.830.780.500.850.820.670.83log RMS0.981.331.051.011.061.370.930.951.210.95Total errors1.762.271.421.291.542.431.311.312.011.30WSM0.510.320.500.490.470.290.510.490.410.50SAW642ANVRMS79.4056.6743.4329.1835.5560.2528.0325.2448.5730.22Geoid0.520.560.870.910.790.480.860.850.580.92GSRM0.850.540.820.810.750.480.830.790.640.80log RMS0.991.341.141.051.071.380.970.961.220.98Total errors1.622.241.451.331.532.421.281.322.001.26WSM0.500.320.490.480.450.280.500.470.380.48Table 2Same as [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, except for the lithosphere versus asthenosphere viscosity embedded within the viscosity structure SH08.Table 2ModelsAesthLitho1.4 × 10^19^5.4 × 10^19^1.4 × 10^20^5.4 × 10^20^1.4 × 10^21^5.4 × 10^21^VRMSgeoidGSRMlog RMSTotal errorsVRMSgeoidGSRMlog RMSTotal errorsVRMSgeoidGSRMlog RMSTotal errorsVRMSgeoidGSRMlog RMSTotal errorsVRMSgeoidGSRMlog RMSTotal errorsVRMSgeoidGSRMlog RMSTotal errorsS40RTS5.6 × 10^20^134.150.230.411.412.7797.530.350.201.532.9883.840.420.091.563.0573.970.47−0.011.583.1266.890.52−0.091.593.1647.460.68−0.251.603.178.6 × 10^20^124.090.260.481.362.6292.850.370.271.492.8580.880.430.161.542.9571.950.480.051.583.0565.210.53−0.031.593.0946.370.69−0.211.603.122.6 × 10^21^87.650.400.641.202.1673.030.480.521.342.3467.220.520.421.412.4762.100.550.321.482.6156.980.590.241.522.6941.520.730.031.582.825.6 × 10^21^60.690.570.721.081.7954.080.620.671.181.8952.050.640.631.251.9849.820.660.571.312.0846.460.690.521.352.1435.890.790.331.472.358.6 × 10^21^48.610.680.751.031.6043.710.720.731.091.6442.610.720.711.141.7141.360.730.691.191.7739.140.760.661.231.8132.760.820.541.341.982.6 × 10^22^35.340.810.780.971.3833.390.830.810.951.3133.640.830.820.951.3034.700.830.830.961.3035.940.820.830.971.3240.430.790.811.011.415.6 × 10^22^35.720.810.790.961.3639.190.800.820.941.3244.830.770.840.951.3452.870.720.850.971.4056.740.700.850.971.4261.560.680.850.971.448.6 × 10^22^36.540.810.790.961.3642.680.780.830.941.3351.430.730.850.961.3863.900.670.860.991.4669.430.640.860.991.4974.230.620.860.991.512.6 × 10^23^38.110.800.800.951.3548.470.750.830.941.3662.720.670.850.981.4684.000.580.861.021.5893.290.550.861.031.6299.110.530.861.031.645.6 × 10^23^38.630.800.800.951.3550.240.740.830.951.3866.290.660.850.991.4890.740.560.861.031.61101.550.530.861.041.65108.090.510.871.051.67SAW642AN5.6 × 10^20^112.410.220.441.402.7467.750.410.261.512.8452.990.500.151.552.9079.880.580.051.572.9459.150.64−0.021.582.9636.260.80−0.151.592.948.6 × 10^20^103.230.260.501.362.6065.180.440.321.482.7251.540.520.211.532.8075.720.590.101.562.8757.400.650.031.582.9035.390.81−0.121.592.902.6 × 10^21^70.800.470.641.202.0953.360.580.521.342.2444.470.630.431.422.3658.370.670.331.482.4848.900.720.261.522.5431.500.850.071.572.655.6 × 10^21^47.960.690.701.081.6940.590.740.661.191.7935.580.760.611.261.8942.460.780.551.332.0038.470.810.491.382.0827.310.900.331.482.258.6 × 10^21^38.520.790.731.031.5133.130.830.711.101.5629.730.840.691.151.6234.450.850.661.211.7031.620.870.621.251.7625.540.920.501.371.952.6 × 10^22^31.180.900.760.961.3030.170.920.790.961.2531.730.920.800.971.2530.350.920.800.991.2730.620.920.800.991.2736.190.900.781.021.345.6 × 10^22^33.180.900.770.951.2841.120.900.800.941.2450.940.890.820.981.2736.820.860.831.031.3447.620.850.831.041.3655.160.830.821.041.398.6 × 10^22^34.350.900.780.941.2646.880.890.810.951.2561.800.870.821.001.3140.080.830.831.061.4057.070.810.831.071.4365.960.790.831.071.452.6 × 10^23^36.240.890.780.941.2756.410.870.810.951.2781.680.830.831.031.3745.230.770.841.111.5073.810.740.841.131.5586.670.730.831.131.575.6 × 10^23^36.810.890.780.941.2759.380.860.810.961.2988.470.820.831.041.3946.770.750.841.121.5379.350.730.831.141.5894.060.710.831.151.61Table 3Same as [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, except for the viscosity variations of the transition zone versus D″ layers embedded within the optimal 1 model (the lithosphere viscosity of 2.6 × 10^22^ Pa-s and the asthenosphere viscosity of 14 × 10^19^ Pa-s within the viscosity structure SH08).Table 3ItemsViscositiesTomography modelsS40RTSSAW642AND″ Layers Transition zone1.8 × 10^19^5.8 × 10^19^1.8 × 10^20^5.8 × 10^20^1.8 × 10^21^5.8 × 10^21^1.8 × 10^22^1.8 × 10^19^5.8 × 10^19^1.8 × 10^20^5.8 × 10^20^1.8 × 10^21^5.8 × 10^21^1.8 × 10^22^VRMS5.5 × 10^18^52.2266.6075.2378.9980.6282.3585.8349.0858.2864.8367.8569.1970.6273.48Geoid0.530.410.370.330.320.310.300.590.450.410.350.340.330.32GSRM0.840.850.840.840.830.830.830.790.810.810.810.800.800.80log RMS1.090.970.940.920.930.930.931.221.050.990.950.940.950.95Total errors1.711.721.721.761.771.801.811.841.791.771.791.801.821.83VRMS1.5 × 10^19^44.6559.3769.9274.6976.7278.6882.5044.3151.5759.2062.9964.6466.2669.37Geoid0.670.500.450.380.370.330.320.730.560.500.420.410.360.35GSRM0.840.840.840.830.830.830.830.790.810.810.810.810.800.80log RMS1.121.000.960.940.940.940.941.251.081.020.950.950.950.95Total errors1.621.661.681.731.741.771.791.721.711.701.721.731.781.79VRMS5.5 × 10^19^40.8942.3453.7259.7962.3864.6968.9869.3746.2439.8346.4951.0553.1154.98Geoid0.850.700.620.490.480.450.430.890.760.680.550.530.500.48GSRM0.830.830.830.830.820.820.820.790.810.810.810.800.800.80log RMS1.131.010.980.940.940.950.951.241.081.020.960.960.960.96Total errors1.441.471.521.631.641.681.701.551.511.531.611.621.661.68VRMS1.5 × 10^20^63.3434.0735.1540.6843.4545.8850.3665.4436.1632.7036.1838.2840.2143.84Geoid0.840.820.750.590.570.530.510.910.860.800.650.630.590.57GSRM0.830.830.830.820.820.820.820.790.810.810.800.800.800.80log RMS1.111.010.970.950.950.950.951.221.071.010.960.960.960.96Total errors1.441.351.401.531.551.601.621.511.401.411.511.531.571.59VRMS5.5 × 10^20^105.2256.3632.7027.6827.5428.2730.6099.5553.2329.5823.9023.5424.1626.38Geoid0.650.760.810.840.840.810.800.810.880.910.900.900.870.85GSRM0.830.830.820.820.810.810.810.800.800.800.790.790.790.79log RMS1.070.990.960.950.950.950.951.151.030.990.960.960.970.97Total errors1.601.401.331.291.301.331.341.551.341.281.261.271.311.33VRMS1.5 × 10^21^124.9671.8542.3032.0529.3628.2027.61116.0665.3836.0325.3022.4921.3921.26Geoid0.620.710.760.830.830.830.820.790.850.880.910.910.900.89GSRM0.830.820.820.810.810.810.810.790.800.800.790.790.790.79log RMS1.070.990.960.950.950.960.961.141.020.990.960.960.970.97Total errors1.621.451.381.311.311.321.331.561.371.301.261.261.281.29VRMS5.5 × 10^21^136.0581.2549.3637.0633.2531.1528.85125.6073.1241.4028.5524.4922.3420.41Geoid0.580.650.690.770.780.790.800.760.810.840.900.900.910.91GSRM0.820.820.820.810.810.810.800.790.800.800.790.790.780.78log RMS1.060.990.970.950.960.960.961.121.020.980.970.970.970.97Total errors1.651.511.461.371.371.361.361.571.401.341.281.281.281.29VRMS1.5 × 10^22^140.1485.1352.3739.3135.1032.6829.84129.4476.7444.1730.5125.9723.4020.71Geoid0.580.650.690.760.770.790.790.750.810.840.890.900.900.91GSRM0.820.820.820.810.810.800.800.790.800.800.790.790.780.78log RMS1.060.990.970.960.960.960.961.121.020.980.970.970.970.98Total errors1.661.521.471.381.381.371.361.571.411.351.291.281.291.29VRMS5.5 × 10^22^145.3691.1357.1842.9138.0835.2331.69134.9483.0649.4034.4729.1825.9722.15Geoid0.580.640.670.750.760.780.790.750.800.820.880.890.900.90GSRM0.820.820.820.810.810.800.800.800.800.800.790.790.780.78log RMS1.050.990.970.960.960.960.961.101.010.990.970.970.980.98Total errors1.661.531.481.401.391.381.381.561.421.371.301.301.301.30Table 4Same as [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, except for the viscosity variations of the transition zone versus D″ layers embedded within the optimal 2 model (the lithosphere viscosity of 25 × 10^22^ Pa-s and the asthenosphere viscosity of 2 × 10^19^ Pa-s within the viscosity structure SH08).Table 4ItemsViscositiesTomography modelsS40RTSSAW642AND″ Layers Transition zone1.8 × 10^19^5.8 × 10^19^1.8 × 10^20^5.8 × 10^20^1.8 × 10^21^5.8 × 10^21^1.8 × 10^22^1.8 × 10^19^5.8 × 10^19^1.8 × 10^20^5.8 × 10^20^1.8 × 10^21^5.8 × 10^21^1.8 × 10^22^VRMS5.5 × 10^18^113.81109.96107.88107.06107.02107.76109.8893.4790.0688.1587.3887.3187.8889.54Geoid0.220.240.250.260.260.250.240.220.250.270.270.270.270.26GSRM0.830.810.800.800.790.790.790.800.790.790.780.780.780.77log RMS0.990.940.940.950.950.960.961.030.930.920.930.930.940.94Total errors1.941.891.891.891.901.921.932.011.891.861.881.881.891.91VRMS1.5 × 10^19^96.2998.8499.92100.35100.76101.77104.2679.8481.2481.7681.9882.2783.0584.98Geoid0.320.300.300.290.290.290.270.360.340.330.330.320.320.30GSRM0.820.810.800.790.790.790.780.800.790.780.780.780.770.77log RMS1.010.950.950.950.960.960.961.050.950.930.930.940.940.94Total errors1.871.841.851.871.881.881.911.891.821.821.821.841.851.87VRMS5.5 × 10^19^53.3165.1172.8776.2977.7979.4482.8352.0757.1762.0764.4665.5666.8169.38Geoid0.680.530.440.410.400.390.360.740.590.510.470.450.440.41GSRM0.820.810.800.790.790.790.790.800.790.780.780.780.770.77log RMS1.020.960.950.950.960.960.971.050.960.930.940.940.940.95Total errors1.521.621.711.751.771.781.821.511.581.641.691.711.731.77VRMS1.5 × 10^20^54.8437.7242.6547.4749.7251.7955.7360.1141.0841.1743.9145.4246.9049.78Geoid0.800.820.710.640.610.580.530.880.860.760.690.660.630.59GSRM0.820.810.800.800.790.790.790.800.790.790.780.780.780.77log RMS1.010.960.950.950.960.960.961.050.960.930.930.940.940.94Total errors1.391.331.441.511.561.591.641.371.311.381.461.501.531.58VRMS5.5 × 10^20^108.7960.7537.7531.9931.1531.2432.37103.0658.5036.9131.3230.4130.4131.30Geoid0.620.720.790.810.810.800.780.800.850.880.870.860.840.81GSRM0.820.810.810.800.800.800.790.790.790.790.780.780.780.78log RMS1.010.960.940.950.950.950.961.040.960.930.930.930.940.94Total errors1.571.431.341.341.341.351.391.451.321.261.281.291.321.35VRMS1.5 × 10^21^133.2079.9650.4639.7236.5034.7632.81123.2873.1645.0734.8931.9430.4629.04Geoid0.570.640.710.740.750.760.770.760.810.850.860.860.860.85GSRM0.820.810.810.800.800.800.790.790.790.790.780.780.780.78log RMS1.010.960.940.950.950.950.951.040.960.930.930.930.940.94Total errors1.621.511.421.411.401.391.391.491.361.291.291.291.301.31VRMS5.5 × 10^21^146.3291.1659.1446.5342.3739.8936.57134.5282.2451.4539.2835.3433.0930.36Geoid0.550.610.660.690.710.720.730.740.780.820.840.840.840.84GSRM0.820.810.810.800.800.800.800.790.790.790.780.780.780.78log RMS1.010.960.940.950.950.950.951.040.960.930.930.940.940.94Total errors1.641.541.471.461.441.431.421.511.391.321.311.321.321.32VRMS1.5 × 10^22^151.0295.5962.6249.2744.7742.0538.31138.9286.3254.5641.6137.2934.7531.52Geoid0.550.600.650.680.690.700.720.740.770.810.830.830.840.84GSRM0.820.810.810.800.800.800.800.790.790.790.790.780.780.78log RMS1.010.960.950.950.950.950.951.040.960.940.930.940.940.94Total errors1.641.551.491.471.461.451.431.511.401.341.311.331.321.32VRMS5.5 × 10^22^156.97102.2567.8953.2848.1945.1040.79145.1793.2860.1945.9440.9637.9433.97Geoid0.550.600.650.680.690.700.710.730.770.800.820.830.830.84GSRM0.820.810.810.800.800.800.800.790.790.790.790.780.780.78log RMS1.020.970.950.950.950.950.951.050.970.940.940.940.940.94Total errors1.651.561.491.471.461.451.441.531.411.351.331.331.331.32Fig. 4(a) *SH*~max~ directions (maximum horizontal stress orientations) from the World Stress Map \[[@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]\] averaged within 1° × 1° areas. Red indicates normal fault regime, blue indicates thrust regime, whereas green denotes strike-slip regime. (b) The most compressive principal axes of the stress tensors from the combined stresses ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The colors indicate the strain environment predicted by the deviatoric stresses of the model. Red indicates the maximum horizontal compression orientation in a normal fault regime, blue indicates the maximum horizontal compression in a thrust fault regime, and green denotes the maximum horizontal compressive stress direction in a strike-slip regime. (c) Correlation coefficients between the predicted stress tensors and from the World Stress Map stresses.Fig. 4

We calculate the root mean square (hereby named VRMS in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}) differences and the correlation coefficients (hereby named $Cor_{geoid}$) between the predicted and the observed geoid (VRMS and Geoid in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). We also compute the root mean square (mm/yr) differences between the calculated surface motions in an NNR frame with the velocities of Kreemer et al. (2006) \[[@bib13]\], (hereby named $RMS_{velocity}$ and log RMS in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).

We define a total error: $\varepsilon_{total\_ error} = 1 - Cor_{geoid} + 1 - Cor_{GSRM} + log\left( {RMS_{velocity}} \right)$ to show the effects of the viscosity variations of the lithosphere, asthenosphere, transition zone, and D″ layer easily, whose total errors are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}.
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